Jacket
protective, decorative paper for the casing of hardcover book

Dual images
pictures divided into two scenes for added contrast

Wraparound
one picture extending from front to back across spine
Front flap
- End of book jacket - book information

Frontispiece
- Front matter versus illustration that faces title page

Title page
- Front matter page with title, author, illustrator, and publisher

End Papers
- Physical dimensions of pages of finished book

Trim size
- Physical dimensions of pages of finished book
**Typography**

Specific design style that gives letters shape.

**Full-bleed**

Illustration extends to edge of page.

**Knockout type**

White type on colored background.
**Verso**
left-hand page of a book

**Recto**
right-hand page of a book

**Facing pages**
-verso and recto pages joined at gutter

**Gutter**
vertical seam where pages join
Wordless spread
spread with an illustration and no words
Orientation
style for layout of a book

Portrait
vertical layout for a book

Landscape
horizontal layout for a book

Shaped format
book printed and bound not square or rectangle

Back flap
end of book jacket -- info on author/illustrator
Front cover
face of the cover where book begins

Spine
bound side of a book's cover on the outside